Foreword

In contrast to physical machinery, computer-based information systems operate on the basis of *models of reality*. While traditional forms of automated systems directly handle the actual objects of a task, computers must rely on representations of the input objects of processing, and they return representations of the results when they are done. For the information to be processed, these representations are in the form of digital data, and for the details of the processing, they are computer programs, i.e. executable instructions.

By being models, both computer data and computer programs are purpose-bound abstractions of reality, and their appropriateness can only be judged in the light of the information processing task at hand.

Now, the overall reliability of an information system critically depends on how well the data represents the relevant subset of reality, and on how well the computer programs represent appropriate processing steps. This is valid for all computer-based information processing, from the most simplistic digital weather station up to the complex transaction support systems in entire value chains. This sounds like a triviality, but even if it was, it is an important one, because it helps understand the origin of many practical problems of computer information systems.

Reality shows that our ability to use computers for the automation of business processes is severely limited by our ability (1) to represent information and processing instructions properly in the form of data and computer programs, and (2) to keep these artifacts in alignment with the ever-changing reality. Our customers move from one address to another, while our customer database will typically contain at least some outdated addresses. Product designs change, but almost every Web shop will, every now and then, show outdated product images and product descriptions, and the picture of me on my university Web page does obviously not match with how I really look while writing this foreword. Data and programs are human-made artifacts, and they do not automatically align with changes in the environment they represent.

This problem at the interface between reality and the representations of reality in the components of computer information systems is one of the root causes whenever computers do not behave as we expect them to do: When they make wrong decisions, provide wrong information, or cancel business processes unexpectedly. If a customer...
database contains outdated address data, a shipment to that address will fail, if the weight of a product in data differs from the actual weight, incorrect shipping charges will be computed; and if a part number for consumables or spare parts is missing in a database of inventory, the automatic procurement of those items will fail. Relevant examples can be found in every major organization.

Since the 1990s, the systematic analysis of the quality of computer data has become an established field of research, known as “Data Quality Management” (DQM), and its broader notion “Information Quality Management” (IQM). One of the early works on this topic is the thesis by Mark David Hansen, entitled "Zero Defect Data"¹, published in 1991. In the following years, numerous theoretical concepts, technical solutions and practical implementations have emerged. In business practice, there is a wealth of products and services available that promise to systematically improve the quality of data or information in enterprises and value chains.

Sadly, though, data quality in many organizations is still insufficient. One reason for this is that the interface between reality and representations of reality in computer systems is itself not accessible for computer-based solutions. In essence, a computer program cannot determine whether its components properly represent reality, because it lacks a sufficient sensory apparatus. For instance, a Web application that supports declaring your income tax cannot validate whether its processing matches the latest state of the tax laws. Admittedly, computers can increasingly validate the consistency within those representations, e.g. spot outliers in data based on statistical approaches or compute logical contradictions within formally specified business models. Still, the interface between reality and the models of reality itself remains inaccessible to them.

Typical approaches in data quality management therefore focus either (1) on helping human actors to better collect and maintain data and process specifications, or (2) on spotting and correcting problems within the model world of a computer, as in the validation of data based on syntactic validation rules.

In computer science, the fundamental problem of the interface between reality on one hand and models of reality inside computers on the other has been studied for about 20 years under the term "ontologies". Ontologies are specifications of models of reality that aim at being consensual among many people and applicable to a broad range of

scenarios. They typically include at least some formal axioms and the underlying modeling decisions are influenced by philosophical principles, e.g. regarding the identity and unity of objects. The formal axioms enable a computer to spot contradictions in the models, draw additional conclusions, and to automatically translate between multiple data models of the same subject area, at least to a certain degree. The philosophical grounding can increase the general validity of the model.

Ontologies are a promising attempt to improve the consistency and accuracy of models of reality. While they do not take away the fundamental barrier between reality and the model world of computers, because they are models themselves, they add a formally specified and philosophically grounded intermediate level, which can reduce the problem.

In 2001, Berners-Lee, Lassila and Hendler applied the idea of ontologies in computer science to the problem of information interchange on the World Wide Web and described the vision of a "Semantic Web", in which computers are increasingly able to process information at the level of meaning.

In this thesis, Christian Fürber analyzes the use of the ideas and technological components of the Semantic Web, in particular ontologies, for better data quality management. His approach is characterized by the following two main innovations.

(1) While traditional data quality management formulates requirements and metrics at the very low level of system-specific database schemas, he lifts these to a generic, business-level understanding of a domain of interest.

(2) He proposes the use of a Semantic-Web-powered Wiki for organizing the elicitation and management of validation rules and metrics, thus increasing the inclusion of domain experts into these processes.

In essence, this approach can increase the quality and reusability of data quality knowledge. It will be easier for domain experts to be involved, it will be less effort to validate the consistency of data quality rules and metrics, and the rules and metrics can be applied to a broad set of data sources, because they abstract from the implementation details of a particular database schema.

---

The topic of this thesis is practically relevant to almost any organization, and the proposed solution is a very promising application of the Semantic Web technology stack to real-world problems. I sincerely recommend this work and am confident it can help improve both our understanding and the state of implementations of data quality management as a whole.
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Preface

As this thesis is being published, we are in the middle of the digital age in which people utilize their mobile devices to permanently share and consume data, while society still struggles with data protection issues and credibility of information. Moreover, we are entering an age, in which the massive amount of data is being used to increase the degree of automation and to precisely predict future events. Data quality issues will more and more hinder these developments, unless suitable architectures will be provided that help to reduce them.

This dissertation, therefore, describes an innovative way on how to manage data quality by utilizing knowledge representation and processing technologies which have been brought up by the Semantic Web initiative of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Semantic Web research community. Based on a literature analysis of typical data quality problems and typical activities of data quality management processes, I developed the Semantic Data Quality Management (SDQM) framework as a major contribution of this thesis. The SDQM framework consists of three major components:

1. an ontology for the machine-readable representation of quality-relevant knowledge,
2. a semantic wiki that is connected to the ontology to facilitate structured capturing of quality-relevant knowledge, and
3. a Web-based reporting frontend for data quality monitoring and assessment based on the captured knowledge.

The framework has been evaluated in three different use cases based on real-world data. Moreover, we compared SDQM with conventional data quality software to identify strengths and weaknesses of the approach. Besides technical results, this thesis delivers four theoretical findings, namely

1. a comprehensive typology of data quality problems of information systems and Semantic Web data,
(2) ten generic data requirement types, 
(3) a requirement-centric data quality management process fitted to the needs of the SDQM framework, and 
(4) an analysis of related work.
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